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Introduction: Tensioning of anterior cruciate ligament grafts is required to restore knee stability.
No consensus has been achieved as to what is
the best tension. Little work has been done as to
whether the most common method of tensioning,
by manually pulling, is reproducible.
Methods: A model was developed that allowed cycling & tensioning of a graft while measuring tension in it. Five surgeons were asked to repeatedly
tension the graft as they would in theatre. The
same was done using a fixed tensioning device.
The coefficient of variability (CV) was calculated
for the final tensions.
Results: The average CV for the surgeons tensioning was 27% (19 to 41%). Fixed tensioning
produced a CV of 9%. Welch ANOVA testing
demonstrated a significant inter-surgeon variability (p<0.0001). Unpaired T-tests comparing each
surgeon to the tensioner demonstrated a significant difference in tensions (p<0.05) in all results.
Conclusions: A CV less than 10% is considered
evidence that a method is reliable & therefore this
study provides further evidence that manual tensioning is not a reproducible way of applying tension to a graft. Fixed tensioning is reproducible
but the clinical impact of this needs further study.
Level of evidence: IIIb.
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Anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction is a common procedure in a young, athletic population. The
indications cited for reconstruction, and the subsequent intensive rehabilitation, are to allow return to
function and prevent secondary degenerative
changes. The success of the procedure is reliant on a
number of biological and mechanical factors.
Biological factors include post-operative hemorrhage,
synovitis, cytokine levels, cell infiltration and revascularisation of the graft1.
Mechanical factors include graft selection, graft condition, position of bone tunnels, fixation method, angle of flexion during fixation, post-operative rehabilitation, preconditioning of the graft and initial tension of
the graft2. While a consensus has been reached on
the majority of these, there is still controversy regarding the ideal initial tension required to restore stability
to the knee.
Numerous studies have looked at the effect of different tensions on the outcome of ACL reconstruction.
Some argue a relatively low tension is required to restore normal laxity and too high a tension over tightens the knee, leading to the tibia subluxing posteriorly, abnormal articulation, and cartilage degradation1,3,4. Others argue this is not the case, or if so is
transient, and a higher tension is required due to early creep in the graft leading to a loss of tension, and
increase laxity2,5-8. The only systematic review looking at the topic concluded that the variation in
methodologies of the studies done, was so much so,
and the quality of the randomised control trials so
low, that no meaningful statistical testing was possible9.
Despite significant work trying to identify the optimum
initial tension, very little work has been done to find
out if it is possible to accurately reproduce a tension
manually, as is most commonly practiced. One study
has looked at variability between repeated efforts by
the same surgeon, showing a range of coefficients of
variation (CV) of 16-30%10. While there is no definite
standard, a CV of less than 10% is considered an acceptable level of variability in other scientific fields11.
Their methodology had limitations and we hypothesise that manual tensioning while cycling the knee
may be more variable. There are fixed tensioning devices available commercially which preset and maintain a tension, however we could not find any studies
looking at their reproducibility or comparing them to
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A model to replicate a left lower limb was constructed
that allowed cycling of the limb and tensioning of a
graft as would be done intra-operatively. The aim was
to allow repeated use by different users without
changing any variables other than the user. The model was constructed from wood using anthropometric
measurements, with a hinge joint representing the
knee, and a hinge and pivot for the hip. Replica
femoral and tibial tunnels were drilled, with the tibial
tunnel placed as it would be intra-operatively. 4
strands of No. 5 Ethibond (Ethicon, USA) graft were
passed through the tunnels and attached to a force
gauge (PCE-HS 150N, PCE instruments, UK) anchored to the femoral side. A video camera (GoPro,
Hero 3) was attached to record the readings with the
screen not visible to the user. The stuffing and foam
skin from a knee injection model (Sawbones, USA)
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Material and methods

were then used to replicate the soft tissues, in particular where the user may wish to rest their hand on
the anterior tibia while tensioning the graft (Fig. 1).
The model allowed flexion and extension at the knee
and circumduction at the hip.
The research was conducted following review of international ethical standards, and deemed not to require ethics committee approval before commencing.
Every effort was made to adhere to the principles and
recommendations of this Journal, as set out by Padulo et al.12.
Preliminary testing was performed on the model to try
to replicate the tension-flexion curve that the normal
ACL goes through when moving the knee 13 . We
found that our initial femoral tunnel placement didn’t
achieve this therefore a number of different positions
were tried until a combination was achieved that
came close to mimicking this curve (Fig. 2).
Four soft tissue knee surgeons and one trainee were
then asked to manually tension the graft and cycle
the model as they would intra-operatively. Each was
asked to do this 10 times over the course of a few
days with a break of at least 90 minutes between
goes. 10 cycles in a similar fashion were then done
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manual tensioning. Therefore, our second hypothesis
is that the tension applied to a graft is less variable
using these.
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Figure 1. Images showing the model.
Clockwise from left: a) constrained
hinge representing the knee with sutures visible entering the tibial tunnel
(white arrow); b) model with user’s
hand tensioning the graft & force gauge
visible on far side; c) model in extension.
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Figure 2. Final model tension-flexion curves at different initial tensions (and compared to native ACL).
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using the fixed tension device (TunneLoc, Zimmer
Biomet, UK), tensioned to the 50N mark. During each
attempt, a recording of the display showing the force
on the graft (in Newton’s) was taken and data was
imputed into Microsoft Excel on watching the recordings back. The coefficients of variability for the final
tensions were calculated for each surgeon. Preliminary analysis of data indicated a lack of homogeneity
of variance therefore a Welch ANOVA test was used
to see if differences in final tension between surgeons was significant with Post-Hoc testing using
Games-Howell tests. Unpaired t-tests were used to
compare each surgeon’s mean final tension to the
fixed tensioning results.

Results

Each surgeon had 10 attempts on the model, however some efforts were discarded on watching back the
recordings of the force gauge screen due to glare.
This meant there were 8 useable attempts for Surgeon A, 10 for Surgeon B, 8 for Surgeon C, 6 for Surgeon D, 7 for Surgeon E, and 10 using the fixed tensioning device.
The Coefficients of variability (CV) for the final tension on the graft for each surgeon were 21, 41, 28,
28, 19 and 9% for the fixed tensioner (Fig. 3).
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Figures 4 and 5 demonstrate the mean final tensions
(in Newtons) for each user with the standard error
bars & outliers plotted. Variability in the final tension
values between the five surgeons was assessed for
statistical significance using a Welch ANOVA test and
found to be statistically significant (p=0.006x10-6).
Each surgeon’s final tensions were compared to the
fixed tensioning device using an unpaired T-test. All
surgeons demonstrated a statistically significant difference (p<0.05) in final tension value.

Discussion

The aim of this study was to test the hypothesis that
there is significant variation in final tension values
when ACL grafts are tensioned manually. Leading on
from this, our second hypothesis was that variation
would be improved by using a fixed tensioning device
(TunneLoc, Zimmer Biomet). Our results confirm both
these hypotheses, with each surgeon having a CV
>10% (range 19-41%), while the fixed tensioning device had a CV of 9%.
The strengths of this study are that it allowed for testing on a model that limited the variables as much as
possible; allowed for extended gaps between repeat
attempts to reduce time dependent measurement
bias; and compared manual tensioning with an alterMuscles, Ligaments and Tendons Journal 2018;8 (2):172-177
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Figure 3. Coefficients of variability (CV) for each surgeon.

Figure 4. Mean final tension in graft (N) for each user.
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native, fixed tensioning method. These steps in the
methodology, and the increased number of recordings taken, are improvements on the small number of
studies that already exist in this area.
This study has limitations. The model used cannot
perfectly reproduce the movement and feel of a lower
limb. Efforts were made to maximise our models realism with a number of prototypes being made. The final model was selected after testing by the lead surgeon. Synthetic skin and foam from a knee injection
model were used to replicate the soft tissue component, but the underlying ‘knee joint’ was a constrained hinge. Preliminary testing with a fixed tension applied with the knee in 30 degrees of flexion
was performed, the knee cycled and the tension
recorded to produce a tension-flexion curve. This has
previously been described for the native ACL 13 and
we modified our model to try to replicate this curve.
Muscles, Ligaments and Tendons Journal 2018;8 (2):172-177

This was achieved by having two femoral tunnels,
with two strands of Ethilon in each, before attaching
to the force gauge. Other alternatives were also considered. A cadaveric limb would not feel or move the
same as intraoperatively and the same is true for animal models. Plastic bone models were too underconstrained. Therefore, while the model is not a perfect replica, one of its strengths is that it allowed for a
similarly complex manual task to be performed with
limited variables and recordable results.
Other limitations include a small number of surgeons
and attempts by each. We did get more efforts per
surgeon than the previous similar study but the nature of ACL reconstruction and the multiple variables
that are implicated in its success means it is difficult
to adequately power any study looking at just one of
these factors, and its effect on a successful outcome.
One of our surgeons (Surgeon E) had a far higher
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Figure 5. Boxplot of final tensions for each surgeon.
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mean tension than the others. The only explanation
we have for this is that he secured the suture by
clamping in a Kocher clip then wrapping it around this
& pulling on the clip. We hypothesise that this allowed him to pull harder & tension more as his grip
was improved. Although the primary aim of this study
was not to look at the absolute values of tension applied, it is worth noting these as they have an impact
on graft degeneration. Animal studies have shown
that under tensioning or over tensioning the ACL graft
can lead to intra-substance degeneration and a reduction in mechanical strength14, 15. A stress free ligament or tendon is known to degrade, but none of our
surgeons finished with a tension free graft at the end
of cycling. Rat models14 suggest detrimental histological changes when a graft is over-tensioned only 5
newtons more than their ideal tension of 5 newtons.
In dog models 15, similar histological changes were
seen when higher tensions were applied (20 newtons). These animal models suggest that it is possible
to over-tension a graft, increasing the tension only
slightly from an optimum value. The optimum tension
in humans is still unknown. Although it is likely to be
higher than these, the variability demonstrated by
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manual tensioning in our study may mean a proportion of patients are being exposed to suboptimal tensions that could be avoided with fixed tensioning, if
the optimum tension was known.
We found very little previous work on intra- or intersurgeon variability in the literature. A randomised control trial by Nicholas et al.7 mentioned a pilot study
they performed looking at the tensions applied by 3
surgeons, ten times each using bone-patella-bone
grafts, and documented CVs of 9.1, 18.1 and 31.1%.
Only one study, O’Neil et al.10, set to look specifically
at reproducibility of manual tensioning. They tested 6
surgeons, five times each, in quick succession. They
demonstrated a range of CV of 16-33% and concluded that manual tensioning does not produce consistent results, using a CV of <10% to represent reliable
reproducibility. We used the same cut-off in this study.
Our findings support these previous studies in
demonstrating that manual tensioning does not produce consistent results but we have demonstrated
even poorer reproducibility. It is hard to compare our
methodology to Nicholas et al.7, and explain why our
results are different, because their pilot study
methodology is not described in detail. O’Neil et al.10
Muscles, Ligaments and Tendons Journal 2018;8 (2):172-177
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used a plastic bone model and porcine grafts. The
model allowed flexion and extension of the knee but
no replica hip joint was included. In our practice, the
graft is tensioned and the knee cycled through flexion
and extension with the patient supine. To do this requires some circumduction at the hip. Our model allowed this by having a pivot and hinge to replicate the
hip, and we suggest that this more complex manual
task may partly explain the higher CV.
Another possible explanation is our choice of graft.
Rather than use porcine or cadaveric grafts, we
chose to simulate the graft using 4 strands of No.5
Ethibond (Ethicon, USA). We decided on this because it allowed repeated use of the same graft. Using animal or cadaveric grafts would require multiple
grafts with different sizes, grafts being thawed and refrigerated, and repeatedly tensioned - all affecting the
mechanical properties. We felt this introduced too
many variables. However, using the Ethilon meant
that if the pulling force was reduced, the strands
could easily slide in the tunnels, reducing the tension
reading, unlike with a real graft which has a diameter
matched to the diameter of the tunnels and therefore
may ‘catch’. This may be a contributing factor to our
results.
While this study has demonstrated that variability in
manual tensioning is higher than previously documented for manual tensioning, it does not address if
this makes a clinical difference. The final tensions
recorded were taken and then the tension released
rather than being definitively fixed to the tibia. For
manual tensioning, we use an interference screw,
and it is likely that the tension would increase further
as the screw is advanced and the graft material
pulled further. The fixed tensioning device secures
the graft with a plug and it is unlikely that this increases tension further as there is no screw mechanics at
play. We could not simulate the bone-fixation device
interface with our model to test this.
We conclude that there is poor reproducibility of manual tensioning in ACL reconstruction but this can be
overcome by using a fixed tensioning device. Further
work needs to be done to clarify if this makes a clinical difference. While a consensus has not been
reached on an ideal tension to place on an ACL graft,
this study suggests any further work looking into this
area uses a fixed tensioning device to produce reproducible results and allow confident analysis and comparison of data sets.
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